
Department of Energy 
San Francisco Operations Office 

1333 Broadway 
Oakland, California 94612 

Mr. T. C. Hinrichs 
Magma Power Company 
993 Oak Lane 
Escondido, CA 92025 

August 2, 1985 

Subject: Working Meeting on East Mesa Geothermal Reservoir Research. 

Dear Tom, 

This letter responds to your letter of July 24 to Tony Adduci dealing with 
"East Mesa Reservoir Definition". It also continues the technical 
definition of Magma/Dow-DOE joint research at the East Mesa geothermal 
reservoir which we began at LBL, to which you refer in your letter. 

I share your final goals: development of a conceptual geological model, a 
reservoir- simulation model, and an optimum production/injection scheme fer 
East Mesa. I am particularly concerned that conceptual geologic and 
reservoir models meet the unique chemical and pressure signatures of 
individual East Mesa wells, and that an effective and realistic 
production/injection strategy result. If researchers are able to link 
seismic data processing and reservoir modeling, this would be useful. 

As you know, the research areas of mutual interest involve both DOE's 
Brine Injection Program for which ID/Susan Prestwich is Program Manager, 
and my Reservoir Technology (formerly Definition) Program~ both of which 
report to ~1arshall 'Reed as DOE Headquarters Program ~lanager. Therefore, 
Susan and I will share responsibility for working with you in organizing a 
working meeting, and in presenting any DOE-Magma proposal to Marshall. 

We already have a general understanding of the areas of technical interest 
on Magma;Dow~s part, and you have DOE~s initial reaction in my.April 25th 
i1eeting Report. The purpose of the working meeting t."hich I now propose is 
to take these areas of mutual interest down to the level of definitive 
proposals for the necessary tasks,together with their sequence, equipment 
and professional requirements. 

and me to receive formal, task proposals 
that are interested, and to recommend East 
October 1st marks the start of the 

The next step will be for Susan 
from the Labs and Universities 
Mesa tasks to Headquarters. 
government~s 1986 Fiscal Year, 
long ago. In order to accomodate 
have to be displaced, since our 
is likely that only a start will 
significant proposals to DOE will 

and FY~86 task proposals were submitted 
East Mesa research, other tasks will 
level of funding is flat. Therefore, it 
be made this coming year, and that 
have to wait for review in FY~87. 
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Once we reach a thorough understanding on tasks of mutal interest, and ID 
& SAN receive Headquarters approval of scope and budget, you and Tony can 
work out a formal DOE-Magma Agreement covering the proposed 
responsibilities~ expected results, and release of data. 

On the basis of my discussions with Marshall, Susan, LBL/Lippmann, 
Stanford/Gudmundsson, and UURI/Nielson <couldn't reaching LLNL/Kasameyer), 
I invite the following individuals to join me in representing DOE at our 
working meeting. We welcome your Magma and Dow colleagues. 

Brine Injection Program 

E. Mesa strat. & structure 

well test & reservoir model 

geochemistry & alteration 

ID/Prestwich, EGG/Spencer 

LBL/Ha1fman, SAN/Holman 

Stanford/Horne, LBL/Lippmann & Benson 
UURI, EG&G 

UURI/t-loore 

active seismics & fractures LBL/Goldstein~ LLNL/Kasameyer, 
(USGS/Fuis) 

We have agreed to meet in the Bay Area, since most of our people are 
located here, and my office is out of FY~85 travel funds. As we 
discussed, DOE schedules are hopeless from August 24 to the end of 
September. You indicate that Friday,. August 9 is the only time open in 
Magma-Dow·s calendar. A half-day meeting should suffice; if we begin 
early, splinter groups may wish" to stay late to draft detailed task 
statements. ,A proposed agenda with specific time and place is attached. 

Although I will be on vacation August 5-23, Fil be at home in Palo Alto. 
With the meeting at Stanford, it·s just a few minutes away for me, rather 
than three hours to and from Oakland. You can reach me at (415) 494-6639. 
It will be good to see you again. 

~ZJ Martin W. Molloy, Ph.D. 

cc: HQ/Reed 
ID/Prestwich, EGG/Spencer 
LBL/Lippmann, Benson, Halfman, 
LLNL/Kasameyer 
SAN/Adduci, Holman 
Stanford/Horne, Gudmundsson 
USGS/Muffler, Fuis 
UURI/Wright, Moore, Nielson 

Pr: 

(with Magma letter & map) 
Goldstein .. 

.. 
II 

" 
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PROPOSED AGENDA 

Magma/Dow-DOE Working Meeting 
East Mesa Geothermal Research Definition 

Stanford University 
Petroleum Engineering Department 
Mitchell Building, Room 350 

Fridav, August 9, 1984 

10 am Purpose Magma/Hinrichs 

12 pm 

1 pm 

2 pm 

DOE/Molloy & Prestwich 

Summary of E. Mesa Field & Problem Magma-Dow, LBL 

Task Identification All 

conceptual geologic model 
fault/fracture detection & mapping 
production tests & modeling 
injection tests & modeling 
reservoir production/injection strategy 
integrated seismic/reservoir modeling 

Lunch 

Comp~ete Task Identification, above 

Summary and Close Magma & DOE 

2-4 pm Task Drafting Splinter Meetings (as required) 
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t1AGt1A POloJER COtvlPANY 
993 OAK LANE 

ESCOND r DO ,CAL. '~20 25 

(619) 743-7008 

Ju 1 y 24, 1 985 

Mr. Anthony J. Aducci 
Chief, Fossil and Geothermal Branch 
San Francisco Operations Office 
1333 Br'oadway 
Oakland, CA. 94612 

Dear Tony: 

I have reviewed your letter of July 3,1985 relative to 
several subjects associated with Magma/DOE involvment in the 
Imperial Val ley and agree with ~our desire to resolve 
c e r t a i nit ems. 

Ni I.~nd Clarifier/Sand Fi I ter System Contract (Contract No. 
AC0380-SFI0838) , 

In this contract, in exchange for the DOE Clarifier/Sand 
Fil ter System installed at the si te, Magma agreed to provide 
clperation data on the Clarifier/Sand Filter System and to 
provide a brine s,upply for testing experimental apparatus. 
Due to the upgrade of the size of the plant a larger 
Clarifier/Sand Filter System has been installed, and with 
the addition of a low pressure turbine, surplus high 
temperature brine wil I not be available. 

We agree to provide operating data on the ne Clarifier/Sand 
Filter System which will satisfy the intent of the 
contract relative tCI data acquisi tiona 

In regard to brine supply for testing, you indicated that' 
DOE may have a desire to test a direct contact heat 
exchanger wi th a low flow quantity (approximately 60 gpm) of 
brine. If you can provide us with some specific details on 
this we will look at the feasibility of providing a supply 
of brine for that test. 



Battel Ie Northwest Instrument Probes 

You inquired as to the possibi I i ty of installation of probes 
in the Vulcan plant similar to what was done at East Mesa. 
We will be unable to accomodate this at the Vulcan Plant. 

East Mesa Reservoir Defini tion 

Magma bel ieves there would be mutual benefi t to a Magma/DOE 
copoperative venture on developing an accurate defini tion of 
the East Mesa reservoir. Magma is prepared to agree to the 
release of data to the publ ic which would evolve from such a 
verdur·e. t'1arty t-lollc,y"'s repor·t c,n the Apr·il 25,1985 
meeting of Magm~./Dc,'.", and LBL/DOE personnel (COPy attached) 
is a good summary of the joint interest. 

We suggest that an agreement be drafted which would have the 
following general concepts: 

1. Each party would fund their own aspects of the research 
wi th no money crossing between the two parties. 

2. Each party 
':'p e r.~ tin g da t.",
the future. 

t,:) provide 
available at 

to the other all scientific and 
pre sen t· and t hat . de vel 0 p e din 

3. A .j,:ointly agreed to time schedule and respective tasks 
be established wi th quarterly reviews of the program. 

4. DOE to prc,vide the sevic€'s of LBL logging trulck for 
s· pin n e I" and t €' m per a t u r e / pre s sur e sur v e y s • t-l a gm a t 0 ass i s t 
in pr'oviding n€'c€'ssary c'perational per':.c,nnel. 

5. DOE to carry out jointly agreed to injection tracer 
stu d i o? s • s. e i :·m i can dot her' act i v i tie s w h i c h tv i I I h a v e 
pC"5sibil ity of providing accurate reservoir definition. 

C.o, The do?veloprnent of a conceptual gecdc'gical m,:)del, a 
r€"5€'r'~JO i r .:. i mu I at i on mode 1 and an op t i mUm produc t i on and 
injection scheme will be the final goal of the venture. 

We appreciate y,:,ur IAlillingness to persue these ideas and 
look forward to your response. 

Best regard'5, 

T. C. Hinrichs 
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